The x-ray diffractionist works in the low density "toe" portion of the characteristic curve of density vs. log exposure. Since all Kodak X-ray Films have the same toe shape even though different types have different speeds, they all reproduce the diffraction pattern in similar fashion.

The reason why we offer five different types is to give the diffractionist his best compromise between speed and graininess at the wavelength he intends to use. For example, here are their relative speeds for K-radiation of three common targets at a net density of 0.3 with tank development in Kodak Rapid X-ray Developer for 5 minutes at 68°F with 5 seconds agitation each minute:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Type</th>
<th>Chromium K</th>
<th>Copper K</th>
<th>Molybdenum K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kodak Industrial X-ray Film, K</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak No-Screen X-ray Film</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak Industrial X-ray Film, F</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak Single-Coated X-ray Film</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak Industrial X-ray Film, A</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There's a good deal more detailed information on this subject in a booklet we can send you entitled, "The Use of Film in X-ray Diffraction Studies." It's available without charge from Eastman Kodak Company, X-ray Division, Rochester 4, N. Y.
"The Annual Review of Physical Chemistry is a scholarly production that . . . is a necessity to the productive scientist."
(Journal of the American Chemical Society, March, 1952.)
Published September, 1952, approx. 420 pages, $6.00.
Author and Subject Indexes included
Editor: G. K. Rollefson
Associate Editor: R. E. Powell
Editorial Committee:
G. Glockler, J. G. Kirkwood,
W. F. Libby, J. W. Williams,
E. B. Wilson, Jr.


ON SALE BY: ANNUAL REVIEWS, INC., STANFORD, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.
EVOLUTION EMERGING
Volume I & Volume II

WILLIAM K. GREGORY

In these volumes, the epic of evolution is set forth and summarized from the evidence distilled from the author's 50 years of study, investigation, and teaching in the American Museum of Natural History and Columbia University, and from his field studies in Australia, New Zealand, Africa, Galapagos Islands, Sargasso Sea, and the West Indies. Volume I contains the textual material and Volume II contains the illustrations, which provide the concrete evidence of evolution as an ever-present phenomenon. $20.00 the set

GENETICS in the 20th Century

L. C. DUNN
Editor

This book contains a collection of the papers presented at the Jubilee Meeting of the Genetics Society of America in September 1950. It brings together papers by the following representative leaders in the field of genetic research:

RICHARD B. GOLDSCHMIDT
HUGO ILTIS
CONWAY ZIRKLE
W. E. CASTLE
H. J. MULLER
A. H. STURTEVANT
KENNETH MATHER
A. E. MIRSKY
T. CASPERSSON & JACK SCHULTZ
M. R. IRWIN
G. W. BEADLE
BORIS EPHRUSSI
JOSHUA LEDERBERG
T. M. SONNEBORN

C. D. DARLINGTON
M. L. D. WHITE
LAURENCE H. SNYDER
L. S. PENROSE
JOHN W. GOWEN
C. C. LITTLE
ARNE MUNTZING
JAY L. LUSH
J. C. WALKER
PAUL C. MANGELSDORF
TH. DOBZHANSKY
JULIAN HUXLEY

$5.00
Genie of the Analytical Lab... 
REALLY PORTABLE!

KERN
LK 30
MICRO-Electrophoresis Apparatus

Total weight of instrument is only 53 lbs. Its dimensions are 16” x 18½” x 11¼”. A complete quantitative analysis within 1½ hours! Analyzes MICRO quantities (0.1 cc. of serum) with standard deviation of only ± 1.1% using a 1.5% solution. The only instrument that gives a complete picture of the distribution of refractive index over the entire cross-section of the cell! Readily adaptable for diffusion measurements. Simple to operate.

Write today for latest literature

KERN COMPANY
7 Beekman St., New York 38, N. Y.

Perfect Microscope LAMP
NEW ILLUMINATOR CLAMPS TO MICROSCOPE

Insures INTENSE CORRECT Illumination
- PERFECT Alignment
- Saves TIME and SPACE

“TIC” ILLUMINATOR

The new “TIC ILLUMINATOR” ends illumination difficulties. Ideal for all routine examinations, oil immersion, darkfield, projection, photography, phase, etc. 110 Volt A.C.

CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
3748 GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
Pioneer Manufacturers of
PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
Success for a textbook is measured by only two gauges—it's popularity with instructors and its appeal to students. When it has passed these two rigid tests, all other qualities for classroom literature may be assumed.

Zoethout-Tuttle's TEXTBOOK OF PHYSIOLOGY has become more popular with each succeeding edition because it stressed function of all organs from its inception. And along with highlighting the inter-dependence of all the organs, much space has been devoted to nutrition, physical exercise, mental work, fatigue, and kindred topics not usually discussed in books on Physiology.

In the New Eleventh Edition, the newer terminology for the respiratory volumes has been employed; Nielson's method of artificial respiration has replaced Schaefer's and the subject of neural control of pulmonary ventilation has been recast. Energy balance and body-weight balance have been carefully gone over. Greater emphasis has been placed on the dynamic equilibrium of the various body constituents. The newer conception of the functions of the prefrontal and orbito-frontal cerebral areas in their relation to psychosomatic reaction has been noted.

Thirty-eight new or redrawn illustrations have been added and the bibliography has been considerably enlarged.

Typical of the remarks from those using TEXTBOOK OF PHYSIOLOGY, is the following:

"This text is well-written, excellently illustrated, and appealing. Student response to its adoption and use has been enthusiastic. We should not hesitate to recommend to others requiring such a text.”

—W. L. D., Assoc. Prof. of Biology
Kentucky State College

If you are not using Zoethout-Tuttle, would you like to see a copy of the New Eleventh Edition? We'll be glad to send you one for consideration.

By WILLIAM D. ZOETHOUT, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Physiology in the Chicago College of Dental Surgery (Loyola University); and W. W. TUTTLE, Ph.D., Professor of Physiology, College of Medicine, State University of Iowa. 692 pages, 302 illustrations (5 in color). Price, $4.75.

Send orders and inquiries to 3207 Washington Blvd., St. Louis 3, Missouri.
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

SARTORIUS MICROTOMES

STANDARD #27 (illustrated) ..... $163.50
Rotary, Large .................. 574.00
Rotary, Student .................. 130.00
Sliding Type #31 .................. 585.00

also available are
IMMERSION and
BRAIN MICROTOMES

For literature write to

SARTORIUS DIVISION

C. A. BRINKMANN & CO.
P. O. Box 532 

Great Neck, L. I.; N. Y.

---

Dispense .025 cc to 120 cc—
Pipette automatically
to .001 precision with

FILAMATIC

Electronic control—
Maintains constant motor
torque at all speeds.

Automatic Pipette

At leading research
center in Baltimore,
Filamatic dispensed
volumes of 0.5 cc with
an average variation of
.001 cc. Amazing results
prove Filamatic 10
times more accurate
than heretofore possible
with automatic
pipetting machines.
• Adjustable speed—6 to
90 deliveries per minute.
• Heavy duty, 1/30 HP
Gearmotor.
• Micrometer type adjust-
ment of delivery volume.
• Aseptic filling unit—in-
stantly removable for
cleaning or sterilizing.


National Instrument Co.

5005 Queensbury Ave. 

Baltimore 15, Md.

---

Linde Trade-Mark

M. S. C.
(Mass Spectrometer Checked)

RARE GASES

HELIUM • NEON • ARGON • KRYPTON • XENON

Linde Rare Gases are mass spectrometer checked to
assure you gases of known purity and uniformly high
quality. Available in commercial-size cylinders and
glass bulbs.

Linde, the world's largest producers of gases derived
from the atmosphere, can meet your individual needs
of purity... volume... mixtures... containers...

LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
A DIVISION OF
UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street UCC New York 17, N. Y.
In Canada: Dominion Oxygen Company, Limited, Toronto
The term "Linde" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING

By C. S. Draper
Head, Department of Aeronautical Engineering
Director, Instrumentation Laboratory
W. McKay
and S. Lees
Associate Professors of Aeronautical Engineering
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Instrument Engineering (Three Volumes) presents a generalized method of attack on the problems of measurement and control. It is a comprehensive reference for the practicing engineer and a textbook of unusual completeness for students familiar with college physics and differential equations. Concepts, theory, methods and results are combined in a unified pattern that is effective in handling both simple and complicated situations.

This pattern is developed in three phases that are illustrated by examples based on measuring instruments, control system components, regulators, servomechanisms, feedback controllers and computers.

Volume I. Methods for Describing the Situation of Instrument Flight. 269 pages, $6.00
—develops a system of concepts, notations, diagrams and mathematical forms for describing the performance of physical devices and variations in physical quantities. It provides a description of the physical circumstances under consideration by means of diagrams, mathematical forms, curves and numerical data.

Volume II. Methods for Associating Mathematical Solutions with Common Forms. Ready in October
—reviews the mathematical background of several methods for associating solutions with these descriptive forms and illustrates procedures by actual derivations of quantitative results for a number of generally useful examples. The classical, Laplace transform and weighting function methods for solving ordinary differential equations are developed in terms of nondimensional working variables. Procedures for using these methods are illustrated by a number of generally applicable examples with details shown for all the mathematical steps required to produce final results in the form of quantitative curves with dimensionless coordinates.

—is made up of examples that use the materials of Volumes I and II for representing instrument engineering situations and finding solutions for the mathematical forms involved. In each example the physical interpretation of the solution is discussed in terms of important factors of the original problem. The examples of Volume III are based on meters, measuring system components, control system components, computing system components, regulators, servomechanisms, feedback control systems, computers and other examples of the field of measurement control. These illustrations are chosen so that they demonstrate the application of the instrument engineering procedure pattern to practical problems and also provide immediately available quantitative information on a considerable number of commonly used components and systems.

Send for a copy on approval

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, Inc.
330 West 42nd Street New York 36, N.Y.
AVAILAble IN ENGLISH FOR THE FIRST TIME—

Trautmann and Fiebiger's TEXTBOOK OF HISTOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE DOMESTIC ANIMALS, a German classic in the field

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE HISTOLOGY OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS

By Alfred Trautmann, Dr. Med. Vet., and Joseph Fiebiger, Dr. Med., and Dipl. Vet. Translated and revised by Robert E. Habel, New York State Veterinary College, Cornell University, and Ernst L. Bieberstein, D.V.M.

Important species differences that cannot be taught effectively from the textbooks in human histology hitherto employed in teaching veterinary histology are made clear in this book. The horse, ox, goat, pig, dog, cat, and fowl are covered and occasional reference is made to the peculiarities of small laboratory rodents and man. Particular emphasis is placed on the relation of histology to physiology and pathology.

Because of the emphasis on microscopic anatomy, rather than cytology in the illustrations, the book is particularly well adapted to aid the student in his study of the usual teaching preparations with the student's microscope. Important differences and similarities between the tissues of the various domestic animals are brought out by the comparative treatment.

439 pages, 450 illustrations (including 43 in color), $8.75
Order from COMSTOCK PUBLISHING ASSOCIATES
A division of Cornell University Press
124 Roberts Place • Ithaca, New York

OTHER COMSTOCK BOOKS IN VETERINARY SCIENCE

NUTRITION OF THE DOG
By Clive M. McCay, Cornell University. 347 pp., 56 tables, 47 figs. 2nd ed. 1949. $3.50

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS
By H. H. Dukes, Cornell University. 829 pp., 104 illus., 6th ed. 1947. $7.50

PATTERNS OF MAMMALIAN REPRODUCTION
By B. S. A. Asdell, Cornell University. 447 pp., 12 plates, many tables. 1946. $5.00

MANUAL OF VETERINARY CLINICAL PATHOLOGY

THE INFECTIOUS DISEASES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS: With Special Reference to Etiology, Diagnosis, and Biologic Therapy.
By William Arthur Hagan and Dorsey William Bruner, Cornell University. 950 pp., 23 tables, 155 illus. 2nd ed., 1952. $8.75

AMERICAN-LINCOLN INCUBATORS

AMERICAN-LINCOLN INCUBATOR CO.
Dept. AS 645 Somerset Street New Brunswick, N. J.

- American-Lincoln Incubators are known for their accuracy and reliability. They are used by many well-known laboratories.

Ventilation and humidity are easily adjusted by definite controls, that make American-Lincoln Incubators the best for laboratory work. Made in a wide range of sizes to suit any requirements. Complete catalog furnished on request.

ANIMAL CAGES
- for mice, rats and rabbits, special racks and cages built to order.

Write for literature and list of institutions using our cages.

The NEW QUIET

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
$675 with Ni. plated copper tank and glassware clamps
G M E— 4 FRANKLIN AVE.,— MADISON 5, WIS.

$675 with Ni. plated copper tank and glassware clamps
G M E— 4 FRANKLIN AVE.,— MADISON 5, WIS.
Baker  
**ABRAHAM TREMBLEY OF GENEVA**


Lewis  
**EDWIN CHADWICK and the Public Health Movement, 1832-54**


Stewart  
**A PROSPECT OF CITIES**


Hughes  
**WITCHCRAFT**

By C. J. Pennethorne Hughes. A study of witchcraft from its origin in ancient times, its development in the medieval period, and its partial decline in the modern era. Aug. 1952. 228 pages. 8 illustrations. $4.00.

Flood & West  
**DICTIONARY OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL WORDS**

By W. E. Flood and Michael West. A pronouncing and explanatory dictionary, for the layman and the beginner in science, based on about fifty scientific terms, using a vocabulary of about one thousand explanatory words, covering about ten thousand items, in some fifty different fields of knowledge. Aug. 1952. 397 pages, double column. 1000 small line cuts. $2.25.
NEW MEDICAL MICROSCOPE

HIGHEST QUALITY despite the low price. Satisfaction guaranteed. Sold on ten days approval
Equipped with: 5x and 10x Oculars
Achromatic Objectives
16mm (10x) m.a. 0.30
4mm (4x) m.a. 0.66
100x oil immersion abbe condenser with iris diaphragm
Plano-concave mirror and GRADUATED mechanical stage, with carrying case

$255.00
10% discount on 5 or more.
Write for catalogue

MODEL GKM3

We accept old microscopes in trade—all makes.

EXPERT REPAIR WORK

THE GRAF-APSCO CO.
5868 Broadway
Chicago 40, III.

YOU CAN... with the NEW Contoura Portable PHOTO-COPIER

TRULY PORTABLE! Only 4 lbs.; fits in briefcase, Use it anywhere. COPIES ANYTHING written, printed, or drawn up to 8½" x 14" whether ink, pencil or crayon... even if on both sides! CLEAR COPIES only 7¢!... including tightly bound curved pages! NEEDS NO DARK-ROOM; make exposure under normal incandescent lighting. ELIMINATES ERRORS of longhand-copying, typing and proofreading! Affords time and money savings never thought possible! Write for free folder S-30 now.

* MODELS AS LOW AS $39 *

F.G. Ludwig ASSOCIATES

30 Pease Rd. Woodbridge, Conn.

For MEASUREMENT of SKIN RESISTANCE

Garceau RECORDING PSYCHOGALVANOMETER

For the study of the psychogalvanic reflex and skin resistance. The instrument is direct-reading and gives a written record of the reaction of the patient. Price ....... $775.00

Garceau CLINICAL DERMOHMETER

For clinical and experimental investigation of disorders involving sympathetic reaction, such as pain reflexes. In the psychological laborator y, the instrument has a well-known application as a so-called "lie detector". Resistance is read directly from a calibrated dial. Small variations, greatly magnified, are shown on the meter. Battery operated. Price ....... $115.00

ELECTRO-MEDICAL LABORATORY, INC.
New Address—SOUTH WOODSTOCK 2, VERMONT, U.S.A.
Pioneer manufacturers of the electroencephalograph
Successful Performance of the Newly Developed
RUDOLPH PHOTOELECTRIC POLARIMETER

Has found many satisfied customers because of Greater Precision, Reduction of Eye Fatigue by Eliminating the Visual Photometric Field, Avoiding the Necessity for a Dark Room.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE TO
O. C. RUDOLPH & SONS
MANUFACTURERS OF OPTICAL RESEARCH AND CONTROL INSTRUMENTS
P. O. Box 446
Caldwell, N. J.

It's Brand New!
Phipps & Bird
PIPETTE WASHER

Here it is, the new Phipps & Bird Pipette Washer! Notice the chamber is constructed entirely of virtually unbreakable chemical-resistant plastic. This type of construction eliminates usual hazards of overflow. Rack is fabricated of chemical-resistant stainless steel. No elaborate connections are necessary for installation. Simply connect hose from input on washer to standard laboratory faucet. Chamber dimensions 3½” x 18”; dimensions of rack 2½” i.d. x 18” tall.

Cat. No. 71-227 $42.50

Plastic chamber accessory—same dimensions as Washer chamber. Used for pipettes during soaking period. $10.00 ea.
PHYSIOLOGICAL APPARATUS
for SCHOOLS and COLLEGES

The Harvard Apparatus Company is incorporated as a non-profit organization for the furtherance of teaching and investigation in the Medical Sciences.

In providing sound apparatus for the student at low cost, it perpetuates an enterprise which originated many years ago in the machine-shop of a University laboratory as a contribution to the growth of American physiology.

Its product goes direct to the laboratory—to high-schools, junior colleges, universities, and institutes for research.

Write for new prices

Harvard Apparatus Co., Inc.
Dover, Massachusetts

Flexible leaden-arm adjusting holder for electrodes, attachable to any stand. One fourth the actual size. Holder, $2.75; Silver electrodes, $3.70—without stand.

G.A.B. Interference Filters
(Made in Switzerland)
for isolating narrow spectral bands

Spectral Range: 400-900 millimicrons
Spectral Width: 2-15 m\(\mu\), Transm.: 45-50% Size: 2" x 2". Other sizes on order.

For Flame Photometry and Color Densitometry Microscopy and Photomicrography Colorimetry and Fluorimetry also in reflectometry, light scattering measurements, microcolorimetry, refractometry, polarimetry, and in all other fields requiring monochromatic light in the visible and near-infrared range.

Write for Bulletin #180 to

PHOTOVOLT CORP.
95 Madison Ave.
New York 16, N. Y.

A FLEXIBLE SELF-POWERED PORTABLE BLACKLIGHT

IDEAL FOR:
Classroom instruction Laboratory checking Field-testing specimens Medical Diagnostic Procedures

Various models and accessories available. Send for detailed literature on the Menlo Fluoretor and data on uses in your field.

MENLO RESEARCH LABORATORY
Drawer A-20, Box 522, Menlo Park, Calif.
RARE CHEMICALS OF HIGH PURITY
TO SUPPLY THE NEEDS OF BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH
Detailed, Pertinent, Analytical Data For Every Product

CARBOHYDRATE INTERMEDIATES
- L-Tartaric Acid (Unnatural)
- D-Malic Acid (Unnatural)
- D-Isocitric Acid (Natural)
- Oxalacetic Acid
- Oxalsuccinic Acid
- cis-Aconitic Acid
- α-Ketoglutaric Acid

ANTI-VITAMINS
- Sodium α-Methylpantothenate
- D & L-Homocystine
- D & L-Homocysteine
- L-Thiolactone
- DL-Hydroxylysine
- D-Methionine
- L-Thiolhistidine
- D & L-Ethanine
- L-Ergothione
- D & L-Serine
- Glycylglycine
- L-3,4-Dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA)

AMINO ACIDS
- Pyridoxal Phosphate
- Dimethyl-β-Propiophetin
- Phenylpyruvic Acid

CALIFORNIA FOUNDATION
FOR BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH
3408 Fowler Street, Los Angeles 63, Calif.
A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION
GET YOUR ADVANCE COPY

of the General Program-Directory
of the St. Louis Meeting of the AAAS

By first class mail – early in December

The General Program-Directory of the 119th Meeting of the AAAS in St. Louis, December 26–31, 1952, will be available to anyone, at cost, within the first week in December—whether he can attend the Meeting or not. This year the General Program will be much simplified in format and the Directory content increased. You will want it for your reference shelf.

Program content

2. Programs of the 18 AAAS sections and subsections (symposia and contributed papers).
3. Programs of the more than 30 participating societies.
4. The Special Sessions: AAAS, Academy Conference, Conference on Scientific Manpower II, National Geographic Society, Phi Beta Kappa, RESA, Sigma Xi.
5. Details of the Kiel Auditorium, downtown hotels, Washington University.
6. Titles of the latest scientific films to be shown in the AAAS Science Theatre.
7. Exhibitors in the 1952 Annual Exposition of Science and Industry and descriptions of their exhibits.

Directory content

1. AAAS officers and staff for 1952.
2. Complete roll of AAAS presidents and their fields.
3. The 236 affiliated organizations.
6. AAAS Awards and Grants—including all past winners.
7. Membership figures by sections.
8. Section committees (Council members) in detail.
9. Local committees.
10. Future Meetings of the AAAS.

Advance Registration

Advance registration—if you can attend the Meeting—has these advantages: 1) You avoid delay at Registration Desks upon arrival; 2) You receive the General Program-Directory in ample time, unhurriedly, to decide among events and sessions you particularly wish to attend; 3) Your name is posted in the Visible Directory as the Meeting opens.

The coupon below may be used both by advance registrants and by those who wish only the advance copy of the General Program-Directory.

----- THIS IS YOUR COUPON FOR AN ADVANCE COPY OF THE GENERAL PROGRAM-DIRECTORY -----

1a. □ Enclosed is $2.50 for my advance Registration Fee which brings me the Program-Directory, Convention Badge, and all privileges of the Meeting.

1b. □ Enclosed is $1.50 for only the Program-Directory. (If you should attend the Meeting, later, Badge and privileges may be secured for $1.00 more.)

(Choose one)

2. FULL NAME (Dr., Miss, etc.) .................................................................
   (Please print or typewrite) (Last) (First) (Initial)

3. ACADEMIC, PROFESSIONAL, OR BUSINESS CONNECTION ........................................

4. OFFICE OR HOME ADDRESS .................................................................
   (For receipt of Program-Directory)

5. YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST .................................................................

6. CONVENTION ADDRESS .................................................................
   (May be added later, after arrival)

Please mail this Coupon and your check or money order for $2.50 or $1.50 to the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
The new Kopp-Natelson Microgasometer is the answer to simple, fast and accurate determination of gases from ultra-micro volumes (0.03 ml) of blood, plasma, serum, etc. All the steps formerly required by older techniques are combined in one simple operation—so simple in fact that a technician can master it thoroughly in a matter of minutes.

In routine clinical analyses the Kopp-Natelson Microgasometer produces positive determinations of unparalleled accuracy—and at unbelievable speeds. A single determination including washing the instrument can be made in a fraction of the time required by older macro devices.

Drawing in and measuring of sample and reagents, producing reduced pressure, shaking of mixture in reaction chamber and taking manometric readings at constant volumes is a continuous operation—accomplished by simply turning one wheel. No special pipette is needed for sampling because a built-in, interchangeable micro-pipette of precision calibration enables direct sampling from finger tip or heel. Mercury seals and mercury globules in tip of pipette prevent any contact with air during operation.

The Kopp-Natelson Microgasometer can also be used to good advantage in macro gasometer analysis, where manometric procedures are used. These can be quickly adapted to micro quantities with this instrument.

21-548 Kopp-Natelson Microgasometer is equipped with heavy Pyrex brand glass parts which are replaceable and easily interchangeable. Vacuum ground stop-cocks with Kopp exclusive tension lock devices. Manometer is engine graduated in millimeters from 0 to 350 mm. Only 14 ml of mercury are needed for operation. Weight 15 lbs. Price complete as illustrated (without mercury) with reagent rack with vials and plastic cover. F.O.B. New York, N.Y. $345.00

E. Machlett & Son

Laboratory APPARATUS • SUPPLIES • CHEMICALS
220 East 23rd Street • New York 10, N.Y.

October 3, 1952
Man and Epidemics

By C.-E. A. WINSLOW. The conquest of epidemic diseases is one of the outstanding achievements of man in the past century. This book presents for the general reader the fascinating account of the modern methods of control that make it possible for the average citizen to draw pure water from the faucet, enjoy a sanitary milk supply, eat food without fear of infection. It also provides a historical and philosophical background for the professional worker in the field of public health.

Dr. Winslow, professor emeritus of public health at Yale, is special consultant to the World Health Organization. Illustrated, $4.00

Symmetry

By HERMANN WEYL, author of Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science. Displaying the great variety of applications of the principle of symmetry in the arts and in nature, this book demonstrates its philosophic and mathematical significance. Numerous illustrations, making this a handsome book, are taken from many fields of art and science. $3.75
Weissberger:
TECHNIQUE OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Edited by Arnold Weissberger, Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company.

The series is devoted to a comprehensive presentation of the techniques which are used in the organic laboratory and which are available for the investigation of organic compounds. The authors give the theoretical background for an understanding of the various methods and operations and describe the techniques and tools, their modifications, their merits and limitations, and their handling.

Volume I: PHYSICAL METHODS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
A collective volume by 32 prominent authors.


Volume II: CATALYTIC REACTIONS, By V. I. Komarewsky, Illinois Institute of Technology, and C. H. Riess, Institute of Gas Technology, Chicago, Ill. PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS, By W. Albert Noyes, Jr., and V. Boekelheide, University of Rochester, N. Y. ELECTROLYTIC REACTIONS, By Sherlock Swann, Jr., University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 1948. 299 pages, 66 illus., 9 tables. $5.00


Volume V: ADSORPTION AND CHROMATOGRAPHY
By Harold Gomes Cassidy, Sterling Chemical Laboratory, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 1951. 380 pages, 53 illus., 54 tables. $7.00

Scheduled for publication in Spring, 1953

INVESTIGATION OF RATE AND MECHANISM OF REACTIONS

From the reviews (Vol. IV).

"Sooner or later every organic laboratory will find use for this excellent volume which continues the fine work of the previous volumes. Eventually this will be expanded . . . This group will be put to good use in most organic laboratories, for it provides a wealth of knowledge in readily accessible form."—The Accelerator

For a free copy of our latest catalog, write to: CATALOG DEPARTMENT.

INTERSCIENCE PUBLISHERS, INC., 250 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.
ARNOLD SOMMERFELD

Electrodynamics
Lectures on Theoretical Physics, Vol. III
Translated by Edward G. Ramberg

Contents:

October 1952, xiv, 371 pp., illustrated, $6.80

ARNOLD SOMMERFELD

Mechanics
Lectures on Theoretical Physics, Vol. I
Translated by Martin G. Stern

Contents:

October 1952, xiv, 290 pp., illustrated, approx. $6.80

F. E. SIMON, N. KURTI
J. F. ALLEN, K. MENDELSOHN

Low Temperature Physics

Contents:
Low Temperature Problems — A General Survey — The Temperature Range below 1° Absolute — Liquid Helium — Superconductivity.

September 1952, viii, 357 pp., illustrated, $7.50

J. F. DANIELLI and R. BROWN (Eds.)

Structural Aspects of Cell Physiology
Symposia of the Society for Experimental Biology, Number VI

Contents:
This number contains the papers read at a Symposium of the Society for Experimental Biology, which was held at Bristol in July 1951. It is the sixth of an annual series of Symposium Reports.

September 1952, xx, 402 pp., illustrated, $7.00

The subject matter of this volume was collected originally as a symposium on nuclear chemistry and biology. It was the Editor's aim in organizing this conference to present various aspects of the growing but limited knowledge of the non-genetic properties and activities of nuclei. By bringing together recent work of several divergent fields, it was hoped there would result a clearer picture of our present position, and indications of profitable directions for future investigation.

1952, vi, 132 pp., illustrated, $3.50

VAUGHAN T. BOWEN (Editor)

The Chemistry and Physiology of the Nucleus
Experimental Cell Research, Supplement 2
(Supplied free of charge to subscribers to Experimental Cell Research, Vol. III)

Academic Press Inc., Publishers
125 East 23 Street, New York 10, N. Y.

October 3, 1952
PERSONNEL PLACEMENT

YOUR ad here reaches over 32,000 foremost scientists, in the leading educational institutions, industrial laboratories, and research foundations in the U. S. and foreign countries—at a very low cost.

CLASSIFIED: 18¢ per word, minimum charge $3.60. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words.

DISPLAY: $19.50 per inch, no charge for Box Number.

Correct payment to SCIENCE must accompany ads. Insertion usually made 2 or 3 weeks after receipt of ad.

SCIENCE • 1515 Mass, Ave., N.W., Wash. 5, D.C.

POSITIONS WANTED

Biochemist, Ph.D., 25. Research experience in enzymes, steroids, and electrophoresis. Publications. Desires research or academic position. Box 294, SCIENCE.

Literature Scientist—4 years' experience synthetic organic research; 4 years' literature searching, pharmaceuticals. New York area. Box 293, SCIENCE.

Literature work wanted for research projects in Bioch., microbial, or allied fields. Experienced Ph.D. in Biochemistry. Devote spare time from teaching duties. Permanent arrangement or project basis, Mass. or Conn. Box 296, SCIENCE.

Psychology, social, abnormal, applied, criminology. Man, mature, Ph.D. wants opportunity. Box 292, SCIENCE.

Positions Wanted:
(a) Pharmacologist; Ph.D.; five years, associate professor pharmacology, medical school; five years, chief, pharmacological research, well-known foundation.
(b) Virologist; M.S.; two-years' teaching (Bacteriology) three years, virologist, large teaching hospital. For further information please write Science Division, Medical Bureau (Burneice Larson, Director) Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Positions Wanted:
(a) Ph.D., Cornell, available for teaching position in basic sciences of histology, embryology, anatomy, bacteriology, parasitology or preventive medicine; fourteen years' teaching experience; present rank associate professor anatomy and bacteriology.
(b) Parasitologist; Ph.D. (Medical and Veterinary Parasitology; Minor: Ecology); four years teaching and research. For further information, please write Science Division, Medical Bureau, (Burneice Larson, Director) Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Associate Laboratory Director for city health department laboratory. Graduate of approved medical school. Require special knowledge of diagnostic bacteriology, serology, chemistry, and experience in administration. Salary depends on qualifications and experience. Write: Herbert R. Morgan, M.D., Director, Rochester Health Bureau Laboratories, Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, 20, New York.

Positions Open:
(a) Biochemist, Ph.D., qualified organize biochemical laboratories and contribute to research program; university medical school department. (b) Pharmacologist, M.D. or Ph.D., to head department of pharmacology, university college of medicine; East. (c) Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology to become associated with neuro-psychiatrist, Diplomat American Board; duties: office practice, industrial psychological testing; Pacific Coast. (d) Physiologist; important position, research and development division, large pharmaceutical company; duties consist of serving in advisory capacity to director of research, entire research group. (e) Two Physical Chemists, one with Ph.D., other with Bachelor's for research concerned with water-microbiology; modern air-conditioned laboratories; Chicago area. S10-1a Science Division, Medical Bureau (Burneice Larson, Director) Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Department Manager for Scientific Instruments, Large New York Retail Store. Experience buying and selling, Salary and Commission. Reply full details. Box 295, SCIENCE.

General Biologist. About 25-35 years of age is preferred. Should have some training in biology. An embryologist, physiologist or biochemist would be acceptable. The above is more important than training. Work for the present will be at Williamstown, Massachusetts. American Foundation for the Study of Genetics, R.F.D., #5, Madison, Wisconsin.

POSITIONS OPEN

SCIENTISTS—salaried positions. $3,600 to $25,000. This confidential service for outstanding men who desire a change of connection, will develop and conduct preliminary negotiations without risk to present position. Send name and address for details.

TOMSETT ASSOCIATES • 335 Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

The Market Place

BOOKS • SERVICES • SUPPLIES • EQUIPMENT

CLASSIFIED: 25¢ per word, minimum charge $6.00. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words. Correct payment to SCIENCE must accompany ad.

DISPLAY: Rates below—no charge for Box Number. Monthly invoiced on a charge account basis—providing satisfactory credit is established.

For PROOFS on display ads, copy must reach SCIENCE 4 weeks before date of issue (Friday of every week).

LANGUAGES

LINGUAPHONE MAKES LANGUAGES EASY

At home, learn to speak Spanish, Swedish, Italian, French, German, Russian, Japanese, and more quickly and easily. Linguaphone-World's Standard Conversational Method. Send for FREE book. LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE, 8410 Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

BOOKS

WANTED TO PURCHASE

SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS and BOOKS

Scientific books and Periodicals Wanted

Complete libraries—Sets and runs—Single titles

Also, please send us your wants list.

STECHERT-HAFNER, INC. 31 East 10th St., New York 3

Your sets and files of scientific journals are needed by our library and institutional customers. Please send us lists and description of periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. Write Dept. A.A.S., 1112 St. Paul Avenue, Boston 19, Massachusetts
LABORATORY SERVICES
in Biochemistry, Chemistry, Bacteriology
and Insecticide Testing
Amino acid assays and biological
protein evaluations
Vitamin and antibiotic assays
Chick feeding tests
Warm-blooded toxicity studies
Phenol coefficient determinations
Write for price schedule
WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P. O. BOX 2059 • MADISON 1, WISCONSIN

ELECTROCONVECTION
for fractionation
of proteins
RAYMOND ELECTROCONVECTION APPARATUS:
unitized, leakproof, sterilizable; adjustable capacity 20-200
ml.; overall dimensions 12" x 7" x 13" including cell, elec-
trodes, buffer reservoir, pump, and cooling coil . . . . . . . . $195
Power Supply, 0-30 v., 0-2 amp.................. 105
Refrigerated Bath, -15 to +5° .................. 430
Send for free bibliography of electrophoresis-convection.
E-C APPARATUS CO. 27 Haven Ave. New York 32, N. Y.

NEW!
ALLEN REFERENCE SETS
For Microscopical Studies
in Mineralogy and Petrology
INCLUDES 60 INDEX OF REFRACTION SAMPLES
Write for Leaflet RA-5
R. P. CARGILLE, 118 Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y.

3 NEW MICROSCOPE ILLUMINATORS
by LINDLY
foremost in MICROSCOPE LAMPS

SPRAGUE-DAWLEY, INC.
Pioneers in development of the
standard laboratory Albino rat
Box 2071 • Madison 5, Wisconsin • Phone 3-5318

LABORATORY ANIMALS
Clean healthy well-fed animals
Guaranteed suitable for your needs.
Reasonably priced—Dependable service
JOHN C. LANDIS • Hagerstown, Md.

ALL AMINO ACIDS—natural, synthetic, unnatural,
Rare Sugars, Biochemical Products, Reagents, New
Pharmaceuticals in stock. Write or phone PLaza
7-8171 for complete price list.
BIOS LABORATORIES, INC. 17 West 60th Street,
New York 23, N. Y.
For Conclusive Results Use

"VACSEAL" GUINEA PIG COMPLEMENT

CARWORTH FARMS, INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

SAF-T-GRIP

BEADED EDGE

MICROSCOPE SLIDES

NON-CORROSIVE • NON-FOGGING

- Smooth, diamond-processed beaded edge—won't slip or slide from hand—eliminates cuts from sharp edges.
- Made from water-clear glass—entirely free from flaws—guaranteed non-corrosive.
- Available in two types—plain or with frosted end.
- Economical—Saf-T-Grip slides cost even less than ordinary sharp-edged slides.

And now a special Blood Smear Slide is included in every box FREE.

Write for prices, further information and samples.

PROPPER MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
10-34 44th Drive, Long Island City 1, New York

For CONSISTENT Rats . . .

• BUDD MT. Rodent Farm
• CHESTER, N. J.

Breeders of a recognized strain of Winter.

β-Glucuronidase (Calf Spleen)
25,000 Fishman Units per gram* (in ammonium sulfate). Dry powder—stable at room temperature. Valuable in urinary ketosteroid assay.†


Uricase
Dry stable preparation derived from kidney—more potent than available commercial uricase preparations. It is standardized, so that 5 mg. will catalyze the conversion of one micromole of uric acid to non-chromogenic end products in 90 minutes at 45° C. Also available—Cytochrome C, vials of 50 mg. (10cc).

Write for catalog listing other important biochemicals.

VIOBIN Laboratories • Monticello, Illinois

PHOTOGRAPIHC LABORATORY
Processing Equipment
“Created by Artisans”

Stainless Steel sinks, tanks, washers for negatives and prints, B&W—Color.—Special Lights. Ventilating System. Everything to make the darkroom—a ‘LAB.’

Send for folder on layout, Catalog.

Artisan Guild
1903 University Center. Cleveland 6, Ohio.

MANOR FARMS
STAATSBUG, NEW YORK
TEL. STAATSBUG 3278

Supplying every Research Need
Mice • Rats • Hamsters • Guinea Pigs • Rabbits • Cats • Dogs

Bulletins of “American Paleontology” and “Palaeontographica Americana.” Write for price list and information for subscription.

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTION, 109 Dearborn Place, Ithaca, New York.

ANIMAL CAGES and ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT

BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER

HOELTGE BROS., Inc.
1919 Gest St. Cincinnati 4, Ohio

Write for Illustrated Catalog
Think back to the time when you were completely dependent on manual methods for histologic processing. Tissue preparation that frequently took days to do then is now done in a matter of hours. Everybody's time is saved . . . technician's, pathologist's, surgeon's, patient's, and hospital's. Tissues come through faster and better — diagnosis is prompter. The working day becomes more productive.

This is why thousands of hospitals all over the world depend, with justified confidence, on their Autotechnicons for unfailing, day-in, day-out service.

THE TECHNICON CO. 215 E. 149TH ST. NEW YORK 51, N. Y.

Autotechnicon
automatic histologic preparation
PROBLEM: To enlarge TV but not the fuzz

ANSWER: Radio Corporation of America and General Precision Laboratory both needed new, highly specialized optical systems to enlarge TV images from 7-inch tubes to 20-foot theatre screens without distortion. American Optical scientists transformed intricate formulas into quantity production units of precision reflecting mirrors and corrector lenses. Now theatre owners can afford equipment that gives sharp, full-screen television pictures with real box-office appeal.

PROBLEM: To breathe clean air in a foul room

ANSWER: Trapping dusts as small as 24 millionths of an inch in diameter is now possible by American Optical's revolutionary new respirator filter. This chemically treated filter has 40 times the efficiency of similar untreated filters, does work of filters 8 times as large, yet is no harder to breathe through.

PROBLEM: To see the invisible

ANSWER: What does a living human cancer cell look like? Or clear plastic? Or a rayon filament? Details in such transparent objects are almost invisible under ordinary bright-light microscopes. With AO's phase microscope, it is now possible to see, in sharp detail, things only imagined before. Write us about your development problems. Address American Optical Co., 89 Vision Park, Southbridge, Mass.